In an era where anyone can become a platformer and content creator, media has expanded beyond traditional entertainment and communication platforms. Live transmission technology and products that have been introduced in Japan will be showcased at Inter BEE, an event that has been gathering attention not only in Japan but also from countries overseas. There are three categories: point source, compact line array, and medium and large scale line array. Please use the program below according to your interest.

**Front Line of 4K, 8K and HDR Video Production**

**Gathering of Creators Active on the Front-line**

Watching sports takes on a new dimension as sports content expands the frames of expression and transforms traditional broadcast experiences. The nation's largest SR speaker demo will be held once again this year. We will bring together 15 famous brands with 18 products, making it the largest world-class listening experience that Inter BEE has ever hosted. This event has been gathering attention not only in Japan but also from countries overseas. There are three categories: point source, compact line array, and medium and large scale line array. Please use the program below according to your interest.

**Media is no longer limited to just video!**

The ICT and media environment is expanding and changing on a daily basis. Against this backdrop, the IP Introduction Demonstration and Cases of IP Introduction will be showcased at Inter BEE. IP Live connection Demonstration and Cases of IP Introduction. There are three categories: point source, compact line array, and medium and large scale line array. Please use the program below according to your interest.

**Free Trial for High Quality Audio Equipment**

The nation's largest SR speaker demo will be held once again this year. We will bring together 15 famous brands with 18 products, making it the largest world-class listening experience that Inter BEE has ever hosted. This event has been gathering attention not only in Japan but also from countries overseas. There are three categories: point source, compact line array, and medium and large scale line array. Please use the program below according to your interest.

**Please follow announcement and management office staff’s instructions when a disaster strikes.**

As you find unidentified object, please contact the management office staff.